Doppler grid surface scanning applications for pulmonary subsurface parenchymal perfusion assessment.
Subsurface perfusion to lung parenchyma underlying the pleura is difficult to assess in live ventilated animals. The purpose of this study was to assess applicability of a newly developed laser Doppler grid scanning imaging technology that measures perfusion of pleural subsurface lung regions in intact normal and abnormal animal lungs. Eighty-six Doppler grid perfusion measurements were performed in five New Zealand White Rabbits (3-5 kg); four with unilateral bullous lung disease, one normal control. Left upper lobe lung surface was exposed to 10 1-sec spot Nd:YAG exposures (70 W/cm2). One week following laser exposure, all rabbits underwent sequential bilateral open thoracotomy. Unaffected left lower lobes in these animals and all four lobes of a previously untreated rabbit were used as controls. Pleural subsurface perfusion measurements were recorded over a contiguous 900-pixel square surface grid using quantitative noncontact laser Doppler imaging during open thoracotomy procedures. Scans were obtained in a normal volume ventilation mode, at 30 cm of inspiratory hold airway pressure, and postinflation. A perfusion-pressure response curve was obtained in normal lung at 10-, 20-, and 30-cm static airway pressure. Post mortem measurements were used as 0 flow controls. Normal lung tissue was found to have relatively high pleural subsurface perfusion (1362 +/- 328 corrected units on a scale of 0-4095). Areas of atelectasis had decreased perfusion (659 +/- 512 U., 48.4 +/- 12.5% compared to normal lung, p < 0.02), but returned to normal levels after inflation of the lung (1253 +/- 363 U., p = 0.21 compared to normal). Pleural subsurface perfusion decreased uniformly and progressively as lung inflation pressure increased (p < 0.0001). Perfusion increased immediately to supranormal values following release of high inspiratory inflation pressure holds (1603 +/- 626 U., 117 +/- 18% compared to normal lung, p = 0.03). Bullae had markedly decreased perfusion (541 +/- 68 U.) that was not further reduced by increased inflation pressures. Noncontact laser Doppler grid perfusion imaging appears to provide a new tool for measuring pleural subsurface perfusion over a large area of lung surface in clinical experimental settings. Results are rapid, reproducible, and consistent. Sampling errors inherent in current point sampling Doppler flow techniques are reduced by the multiple contiguous measurements. We have used this technique to demonstrate inspiratory pressure-related reduction in pleural subsurface perfusion in normal lung, reversible decreased perfusion in atelectatic regions, and reduced perfusion in bullous and laser-treated lung regions.